
Calculus Fall Semeste r 2i l{ ylsye Review

1. Find all points of inflection for

f (x) =i-- -Zxz +r5

2. Locate all absolute extrema: g(x) = 2x+5cosxon [0, 2it].

3. Find all intervals for which the graph of the function

! = 8x3 - 2xa isconeave downward.
4. Find all critical numbers: f (*): *Jilrt

5. Find the critical numbers and the open intervals on which
the function is increasing or decreasingi y = -xt +3x2 -2

6. Determine the volue of c such thot the function is

continuous on the entire reol line: f(x)=lx+3'x<2'\cx +6,x> 2
7. Find the equotions of the tongent line ond the normol line

ot the given point: (o normal line is one thot is
perpendiculor to the tangent line)

a) y=(x+3)'1 a'l (-2,1) b) x2 +y2 =20 at (2,4)

8. o. Find dy/dxfor x2 +xy+y2 =g
b. Find the point(s) of ony horizontol tongents:

9. Suppose the position equotion for o moving object is given
by s(t) =3tz -2t +5 where s is meosured in meters ond t
is messured [n seconds. Find the velocity ond occelerotion
when t = 2.

10. The position function for a particular object is

s(t) = -1212 + 5 L + 38 . Which statement is true?

a. The velocity at t = 1 is 27,

b. The velocity is constant
c. The initial position is 51
d. The initial velocity is -24
e. none ofthese

11. Which of the following is true obout f(x) ?
- lzx-L-l<x<o

f(x)={r_r,o <x<4
o) differentioble,
b) continuous but not differentioble,
c) neither continuous nor diffErentioble:

12. As a balloon in the shape of a sphere is being blown up, the
volume is increasing at the rate of 4 cubic inches per second. At
what rate is the radius increasing when the radius is 1 inch?

13. Use the def inition of derivotive to find f '(x) for

f (x) =2x2 + x

14. Use the definition of derivative to evaluate
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15. Factor: a. 64x3 -27 a. 125 + x3 16. To use the mean value theorem, the function must be
and _. Find the value of c that satisfies

the mean value theorem for

f(x)=2x? -6x onl7,4l
17. What are the three conditions necessary for a function to be

continuous at a point c?
$. ff yz -Zxy - -3; then dyldx at the point (2, 1) is:

19. Find the local linear approximation for

y=J?x+latx=4'
20. A. Find the average rate of change on the interval [2, 5] for

the function: f (x) =3x2 -2x +7
B. Find the instantaneous rate of change at x = 2

21. A. Find the maximum and minimum values of f (x)it

.f (x)= xtet'
B. Find the absolute maximum and minimum of f{x) orl the
interval [-2,2]

22.Use logarithmic differentiation to dy/dx:

d. )/ = x"in* b. y = (2x + 4).



zl.tf f '(X) =?x? + 5x * 3 is the derivative of function f,

then find the following about the graph of y = f(x)
(a) lntervals in which f(x) is increasing, (b) lntervals in which f(x)
is concave up, (c) x-value of points of inflection, (d) x-value for
location of any maxima or minima. Then sketch a possible graph
for y = 11x1 using this information.

24. . Let .e(r) = 3tz -l6t + 16 for / > 0 be the position

function of a particle in motion along a straight line, where time
is in seconds and distance is in ft. Determine when the particle
is: (a) stopped, (b) traveling to the right, (c) speeding up, (d) the
average velocity over [0,5] seconds, (e) the total displacement
over [0,5], (f] the total distance over [0, 5] seconds, (g) the
velocity at 2 seconds, and (h) the speed at 2 seconds.

25. . Let f be defined as follows, where O * O :

l'x' - a'
f(x)=l "-r'torx*a.

[0,forx=o
Which of the following are true about f?

t. lim f(x)exists

ll. f(a) exists
lll. f(x) is continuous at x = a.

26. Find the derivative h'(x) of each at the given point
using the table below: There are four different problems
to do (a, b, c, d)

x L 4 5

f (*) 4 0 5

f '(x) 5 7 4

s@) 4 1 6

g'(x) 5 Y. 3

a. h(x)= f G@D at x=6

b. h(x)= s(J;) at x = 16

c. h(x) = sin(/(x)) at x = 4

d. h(x)= f (2x+ S(x)) atx=L

27. Use the groph of the derivotive to find the followingr THERE ARE THREE DIFFERENT problems hereto do oll ports o, b,
snd c.

o. find intervols of increasing ond decreosing
b. intervols of concovity
c. sketch o groph of f.

t y = -f'(x) fI Y: g'(x) TTI Y=h'(x)

28. The radius of a sphere is measured to be 3.0 inches. lf the measurement is correct within 0.01 inch, use differentials
to estimate the propagated error in the volume of the sphere.
29. Find f'(x) for each of the following:

a. f (x) =10' b. f(*)=logr(xz +7) c. f(x)=d-
d. f(*)=2sinxcosx e. f (x) = sec2 x* tarrz x t.f(x)=Y
e. f@)=cos-'(3r) t',. ,f(x) = csc-r(x2) i. f(x)=tan-'(5x)


